What Do We Know About Signal
Countdown Timers?
The paper is a brief

Introduction

phase of a traffic signal

Pedestrian countdown signals have been
widely used and accepted by many state
and local agencies in the United States.
Positive effects have been reported on pedestrian safety and operations as a result
of the implementation of these devices. In
fact, the results have been so dramatically
positive that countdown pedestrian indications are currently planned to be mandated
for all future pedestrian signals.20, 21, 24
However, signal countdown timers
have not been approved for implementation in the United States, even though
these devices are widely used in many
other countries. As a result, the real impacts of signal countdown timers are presently unknown to many transportation
professionals. This paper summarizes
some current international practices visà-vis signal countdown timers.

and allows drivers to

Signal Countdown Timer

introduction to the
signal countdown
timer and presents past
practical experience
on its traffic effects
post-installation. The
device is a warning
enhancement system
within the transition

Signal control systems are intended to
regulate traffic passing through intersections
safely and efficiently. Though conventional
the exact point of the
signal systems play an important role in
controlling traffic flow, they do experience
signal change—green to
significant lost time, and hence capacity reduction, at the transition points. The tranred or red to green—
sition points, where the signal light turns
from green to red and from red to green,
within a fixed-time plan.
are necessary to allow drivers to respond
to changes in right-of-way assignment.
Because the actual transition point is completely unpredictable in many conventional
signal locations, drivers that are caught in
the dilemma zone may make judgment
errors about whether
By Hongyun Chen, M.S., Huaguo Zhou, PH.D., P.E., they should go or stop.
Therefore, intersecand Peter Hsu, P.E.
tion safety and capacity could potentially be enhanced among
drivers by providing additional warning
about the onset of the transition.
Signal countdown timers are widely
used in East Asian countries and have
provided some useful operational and
anticipate and identify
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safety benefits; however, the application
of the device in North America is minor.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a
concise summary of the practical experience on the use of signal countdown
devices. Past research, projects and papers
were reviewed with an emphasis on signal
design features and effects on traffic, as
well as strengths and weaknesses associated with the use of signal countdown
timers. Finally, we present conclusions
and recommendations for future research
improvements.
Signal countdown devices are designed
to provide drivers with the remaining time
before status change (e.g., yellow to red)
on conventional vehicular signal indications. The basic assumption is that drivers will apply this information to make
better decisions on the proper time to
enter the intersection. The device is used
in conjunction with conventional traffic
signal indications as an auxiliary part of
the whole signal control system. Figure
1 shows two photos of deployed red and
green countdown devices, and the logical
connection of the device is illustrated in
Figure 2. The countdown time display
panel is under the control of a countdown
controller that runs in step with the signal controller. When a signal is counting
down for a specific phase, the countdown
control system shows the remaining time
for that phase.
Design Purpose of Signal
Countdown Devices

The countdown devices are intended to
provide safety and operational benefits by
• improving capacity of signalized intersections by reducing lost time;
• helping drivers better understand
traffic flows;
• enabling drivers to make decisions on
the remaining time left on the green
or red phase; and
• reducing the crash frequency of the
intersections.
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The device can only be installed in the
fixed-time signal, since if the signal timing is actuated, the green and red times
change for each cycle, dependent on detected traffic volumes. The device therefore cannot predict the time left for the
green and red phases. This condition has
greatly limited the utilization of these devices because actuated time plans are more
widely used than fixed-time plans, especially in North America. However, many
East Asian countries such as China, Malaysia and Singapore have deployed signal
countdown devices and have experience
in the application of the device. A case
in Shanghai shows a number of benefits,
such as energy conservation, reduction in
environmental pollution, travel����������
-���������
time�����
savings, improved efficiency and a reduced
potential occurrence of crashes.1
Effects of Signal Countdown
Devices Based on Past Studies

The purpose of applying the device is
clearly that to auxiliary drivers the current
state of signal control. However, the application of the countdown device has also
brought some attention to its safety and
operational characteristics. Some big cities
in China, such as Shanghai, Beijing and
Guangzhou, installed countdown systems
approximately five years ago.1,2,3 However, they are now planning to uninstall
the devices from the current signal control
systems due to four operational problems
that have been identified.
First, the critical problem of the device
is that it can only accurately display the
time remaining for a particular phase in
intersections with fixed-time traffic signals.
Second, the countdown device has
been phased out among domestic big and
medium-sized cities. Traffic-actuated or
traffic-responsive signals, which are able to
change time according to relevant traffic,
are employed in more and more in these
cities. For example, about two-thirds of
the 194 signals in the city of Fuzhou had
installed intelligent adaptive signal control
systems by the end of 2006. Based on
the first limitation, Beijing, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen and other large and medium
cities in China decided to no longer install
countdown devices.
The third problem is that the countdown
device increases the risks of potential
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Figure 1. Countdown timers in action.

Figure 2. How countdown timers work.
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crashes and thus decreases safety, which
is not consistent with the original design
purpose. Field observations have shown that
drivers accelerate through the intersections
at the end the green cycle even when the
countdown time �������������������������
may be ������������������
less than ��������
two seconds—or even one second.
Last but not least, recent research
results showed that the regular “green
flash” plus the yellow time is sufficient
for drivers to make judgments to safely
cross the intersections.2 The “green flash”
is generally three seconds long and signals
the end of the green time and the upcoming red time, thus alerting drivers to slow
down their vehicles.
A detailed study was conducted in the
City of Taiwan.5 The signal countdown
device was installed at several intersections
in 2004. Some intersections counted
down the amount of time remaining
until a green time turned yellow and
then red, while others counted down the
amount of time remaining before a red
light turned green. Some intersections
had both. However, a research institute
within Taiwan’s Ministry of Transportation has done a study on the safety of the
countdown devices.���������������������
Of the 187 intersections that had the timers installed, those
locations������������������������������
that
�����������������������������
counted down the remaining time on green lights have double the
number of reported crashes, with a 33
percent increase in the number of injuries.
However, those sites counted down until
a red light turned green have reduced by
half both the number of total crashes and
injuries. Intersections that had both red
and green time have a 19 percent increase
in reported crashes and a 23 percent����
���
increase in injuries.
Installing a red-time countdown device has a positive impact, while the green
one increases the probability of crashes
occurring at intersections. There could
be several explanations; however, the
main reason is diversion of the driver’s
attention from the intersection. When
a driver decides to pass through a green
light, he or she tends to focus more on
the countdown time as opposed to what
is happening on the road, especially during the last few seconds. For example,
the driver in the previous vehicle might
decide to slow down and stop at the intersection, while the trailing vehicle driver
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wants to speed up to pass through the
intersection. Counting down the green
time can increase the travel time and limit
the traffic capacity. Fewer vehicles could
jump the intersections during the fixed
green time, and delay would increase
largely, especially in peak hours. Because
the green-time countdown device had
negative effects on both safety and efficiency, the local police administration is
considering dismantling or shutting off
the devices in the near future. However,
the installation of red-time countdown
devices has some benefits. The observed
driver behavior is different from the green
countdown device. If a driver is at a red
signal, more attention is paid to the road
conditions than the signal indications.
Also, it would help drivers to reduce delay
time by knowing when to anticipate the
beginning of green.
Several green-time countdown devices have been installed at intersections
in Kuala Lumpur and other cities in Malaysia. The use of this device was to aid
drivers in judging the amount of time
left before the green signal as well as the
amount of green time available to proceed
across the intersection or to stop safely
before the signal turns red. A research
study done in Malaysia used six intersections, three with countdown timers and
three without those timers.8, 9, 10 The
countdown timer has little effect on initial
delay but does have a significant effect on
headway. The discharge headway had a
high variance for the same car positions
in different cycles for several intersections;
however, it has no significant effect on the
travel time to stop line, especially for the
first few vehicles.
The traffic signal violation rate for
countdown versus no-countdown configurations was also compared. For the
countdown case, the drivers crossed the
stop line during red time in 24 out of
88 cycles. For the non-countdown case
22 out of 90 cycles were violated. Therefore, the rate of violation is 30 percent
for countdown and 24 percent for noncount down.9 The increased violation rate
would certainly increase the chances of
crashes occurring.
In 2003, Singapore Land Transport
Authority collaborated with the Nanyang
Technological University (NTU) to install

a countdown timer along Rochor Road
near Bugis Junction as a trial.11 Over a
period of one year, the number of vehicles
running the red light was reduced during the first four months. The red-time
countdown device had a positive influence on the safety performance. However,
some motorists behave differently when
they approach the intersections during the
green countdown time. The countdown
timer may result in a greater likelihood
of rear-end collisions at traffic junctions.
The result is consistent with the previous study done in Taiwan’s Ministry of
Transportation and those in China. The
authority also mentioned fixed-timing
traffic signals are not comparable to current adaptive traffic control systems. With
actuated signals comprising the network,
a countdown timer would not work with
the established system.
The countdown devices also were
tested over an eight-month period in
Abilene, Texas, USA.12 The results were
not satisfactory, and the devices have been
uninstalled for a long time.
Effects of Pedestrian
Countdown Signals
on Motor Vehicles

Several past research projects���������
have����
��������
fo���
cused on the impacts of the device on
pedestrians as well as its influence on motorists.13, 14, 21–25
When vehicles approach the intersections,
drivers could monitor the pedestrian countdown light to know the remaining time on
both directions. On the associated directions,
the green-time pedestrian countdown timer
would show the left time for the approach.
On the opposite directions, the red-time
pedestrian timer shows the time as well, so
the vehicles on the opposing approach could
also know how much time is left. Several
studies as listed above showed similar results.
The pedestrian countdown devices did little
improvement on the safety performance of
motorist’s behavior in the associated direction
while the impacts on the vehicles in the opposing directions were insignificant.
One before-and-after study in San
Jose, CA, USA, stated that the number of
vehicles entering three intersections during yellow, red, or yellow and red phases,
respectively, all decreased, ranging from
0.1 percent to 1.6 percent for the associITE Journal on the web / July 2009

ated direction.13 Though the proportion
of violations decreased after the installation of the pedestrian countdown devices,
the reduction is really insignificant. In
2005, another research study in Rockville, MD, USA, demonstrated that the
pedestrian countdown devices appeared
to change little on the violations for the
associated direction as well.14
Conclusions and
Recommendations

The signal countdown device is a
warning enhancement system within the
transition phase of a traffic signal and allows drivers to anticipate and identify the
exact point of the signal change, green to
red or red to green. The objective of the
device is to inform driver’s current signal
status so that installing the device might
have some effects on decreasing delays
and increasing safety by reducing drivers’ response time. It was long believed
that the increased level of certainty would
improve the drivers’ decision-making ability, awareness and safety. However, based
on real-world data, the anticipated safety
and operational benefits were not realized.
The device is also constrained so that it
may only be installed in fixed-time signal systems. The configurations of signal
countdown devices can be separated into
three types: counting down green time,
counting down red time and counting
down both the green and red times. The
effects of installing the signal countdown
device are listed Table 1.
Based on the operational studies, only
the red time countdown device has a positive influence on safety and delay but
increases the travel time and decreases
the capacity. The pedestrian countdown
signal, however, has little improvements
for both travel directions. n
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